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01. What is Carbon?

The Carbon browser is a fast, private and secure web browser for

Android devices and soon for iOS, Mac OS and PC.

Carbon is a free and open-source web browser developed by Carbon X

Labs based on a custom fork of the Chromium web browser and its

powerful Blink engine. Carbon is a privacy-focused browser, which

automatically blocks online ads and website trackers by default.

Carbon browser loads web pages 3x faster, saves 95% of user data and

provides smooth browsing even with a weak connection all while taking

up to 56.7% less space on devices compared to our competitors.

Browse with lightning speed using Carbon. You won't lose any of your

habits by switching over.
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02. The Current Problem
with Available Browsers?

The problem is simple. The current lack of innovation in web 3.0 is plain

and clear to see. The reliance on legacy hardware and web 2.0 software

falls behind where we should be now.

A fully decentralized internet network still appears as a fantasy. For a

rapid transition to Web 3.0 to happen there needs to be more mass

participation and technology adoption.

Currently there is not enough acceptance of the technology, nor

enough web 3.0 engineers and blockchain developers to make this

transition smoother.

We need to support the growing demand for web 3.0 users and start

building the future of the internet.

Despite the fact that there are still many unexplored areas of the

Semantic Web and a lot of research to be done, it is evident that Web

3.0 technologies are becoming a significant force in the current Web

landscape. And it is expected that Web3 browsers (both existing and

upcoming ones) will continue to offer distinct services to serve the

needs of blockchain users.

As of August 2022, Google's Chrome is the leading web browser in the

world with a global market share of 65.52%. In other words, more than 6

in 10 people use Google Chrome to browse the web.

Apple's Safari is in second place with 18.78%.
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Chrome and Safari are the most used Web 2 browsers globally and

DApps can be accessed via user-installed Web3 wallets. However, they

both do not offer any privacy-focused native features.

Chrome’s ‘Incognito Mode’ and Safaris ‘Private Browser’ barely offer any

significant form of privacy other than clearing users cookies and

browser history. They still allow trackers, ads and other scripts to follow

you around the web as you browse.

Other blockchain friendly web browsers allow users to control their

data, funds and assets without intermediaries and offer more of a focus

on privacy and adblock. An example of this is the Web 3.0 browser

‘Brave’ which allows users to access DApps, integrate cryptocurrencies

and surf the web with better privacy.

However, enough is not being done fast enough to provide greater

privacy, user control, decentralization and immutability.

The problem summed up into 3
key points:

1. Lack of Privacy, Decentralization and Slow Browsing Speed

2. Lack of Web 3.0 Features as Standard

3. Inferior AdBlock/Filtering Solution

Let’s dig into each one below.
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Problem 1:

Lack of Privacy, decentralization and Slow Browsing Speed

As mentioned above, Chrome’s ‘Incognito Mode’ and Safaris ‘Private

Browser’ barely offer any significant form of privacy other than clearing

users cookies and browser history. They still allow trackers, ads and

other scripts to follow you around the web as you browse.

Privacy also comes at a cost with the leading web 3.0 browser, Brave,

with a $9.99/mo or $99/year subscription to get its only VPN service on

offer. One can also argue how truly decentralized Chrome and Safari

really are. Both are owned and operated by centralized profit-making

companies who profit from monetizing user search and browsing data.

Brave’s ‘Brave Rewards’ feature is also very limited and centralised.

Verification (i.e KYC) with a custodial wallet partner (currently Uphold

and Gemini) is the only way users will be allowed to:

- Freely withdraw and deposit funds

- Receive their (small) BAT rewards directly to their wallet.

As mentioned on the brave browser, “custodial wallet providers are

required to verify the identity of anyone creating a wallet, including

using a photo ID” i.e your personal government data.

From looking at the top holders of the BAT token and their tokenomic,

Brave and VCs own most of the BAT supply of which 1.5B tokens were

minted and 1B tokens were sold before launch. Does that sound very

decentralized to you? We’ll let you decide.

Most browsers today are also very large in file size, some of which are

over 250MB, the browsing speeds have become less optimal giving a
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slow and lagging user experience. Something needs to be done to keep

browsing super fast even with a weak internet connection whilst

offering in-built privacy at no cost and a decentralized experience.

See our solution to this problem under section ‘0.3 The Solution’.

Problem 2:

Lack of Web 3.0 Features as Standard

The biggest disadvantage to current web 3.0 browsers are its current

lack of default or in-built crypto extensions, add-ons, and plug-ins.

Most web 3.0 browser libraries are limited to password managers, like

Dashlane and LastPass, and a handful of other extensions which do not

cater to the growing demand of tech savvy web 3.0 users who are

accustomed to DeFi protocols, ENS/HNS domains, IPFS support,

multichain wallets, atomic swaps and an entire library of add-ons.

Therefore the shift towards web3.0 and a fully decentralized web calls

for a novel and innovative solution to enhance the user experience, and

ultimately a new leader in Web 3.0 browsers acting as a gateway to

DApps, the Metaverse and the future of the internet.

What if there was a faster, more private browser with ENS/Handshake

domain support, a default multichain wallet with atomic swaps all as

standard (no need to install an extension or pay for a feature) plus even

more to ensure we’re ready for a fully immersive web 3.0 experience?

See our solution to this problem under section ‘0.3 The Solution’.
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Problem 3:

An Inferior AdBlock/Filtering Solution

Adblock browsers including Brave use their own adblock software

which although blocks most display ads, it causes white gaps or spaces

to display where the ad would normally be thus not truly blocking ads

but rather patching over them with a white box.

Chrome and Safari do not offer adblock as standard, requiring users to

download a freemium or paid extension to block ads.

Intrusive ads should be blocked by default across all browsers and

non-intrusive ‘acceptable’ ads should have their place on the web. We

need a browser that serves the perfect balance between blocking bad

ads and allowing good ads to be displayed especially if it’s helpful to

the user i.e raising awareness about medical treatment, a service they

require or saving lives.

See our solution to this problem under section ‘0.3 The Solution’.
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03. The Solution?
We believe the solution to the problem outlined above is Carbon.

Carbon currently exists as a web 2.0 browser available on the Google

Play Store, launched in 2016, with over 5M+ downloads, 25k-30k DAU

and over 200K active installations across 5 main GEOs: USA, UK,

Germany, India and Turkey.

However, we’re now working on the next version of Carbon which will be

a fully immersive web 3.0 browser which supports the growing needs of

the web 3.0 generation.

Below we’ll provide the solutions to the 3 problems outlined above.

Problem 1:

Lack of Privacy, Decentralization and Slow Browsing Speed

(see above for the full explanation of the problem)

Our Solution:

Carbon solves the privacy issue with its in-built VPN, dVPN and firewall

as well option to connect via 3rd party privacy networks including ToR

which will come as standard to all users at no extra cost. Our premium

offering, Carbon Pro, will require a 6 or 12 month subscription using our

utility token, CSIX, and will offer an enhanced version of our VPN, dVPN

and firewall with 24/7 support. Both versions of the Carbon browser

VPN and firewall encrypts and protects users' online and secures their

connection. Carbon will also feature access to the decentralized dark

web via our in-built multi-privacy network options including: VPN,

dVPN, ToR e2ee feature and 3rd party networks.
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Decentralization is at the heart of Carbon which is why our rewards

programme, which issues CSIX tokens daily to all users who use the

Carbon browser from our Staking & Rewards wallet over 12 years, will

not require KYC or user verification to withdraw their token rewards,

thus giving ownership back to the user to control their data, tokens and

security.

Carbon Browsers custom fork of the Chromium web browser SDK and

its powerful Blink engine allows Carbon to be the only browser to load

web pages 3x faster, saving 95% of user data and provides a smoother

browser experience even with a weak connection all while taking up to

56.7% less space on devices compared to our competitors.

Problem 2:

Lack of Web 3.0 Features as Standard

(see above for the full explanation of the problem)

Our Solution:

When we first launched our current web 2.0 browser on the Google Play

Store in 2016 we prioritized three things that should be as standard in

our browser: fast browser speed, a small file size and simple UX

improvements when browsing.

We still believe in this and those 3 things haven’t changed but we’re

now building the next generation of Carbon which caters to the growing

web 3.0 demand expected from developers, degens and generation Z

who are accustomed to DeFi Protocols, Metaverses, NFT trading and

more.
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As such the next iterations of the Carbon browser throughout 2023 will

feature the following:

- Quicker browsing performance

- Privacy-focused experience

- Decentralized and open source code

- Enhanced adblock banning trackers and ads

- Carbons own utility and governance token $CSIX to upgrade

users to Carbon Pro and shape Carbons future w/ our

community governance DAO

- Partner network to spend the $CSIX utility/governance token

- Ether (ETH), ERC-20, BEP-20 and ERC-721/115s token support via

the in-built crypto wallet and several other blockchains, including

Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)-compatible chains, Bitcoin and

layer-2 solutions

- Atomic swaps and bridge via the built-in multichain crypto wallet

and wallet/bridge integration provider

- NFT gallery providing a streamlined interface for viewing and

managing NFT collections

- Phishing protection and a secure clipboard

- Access to Ethereum Name Service (ENS) and Handshake (HNS)

domains and InterPlanetaryFileSystem (IPFS)

- IPFS functionality enabling a built-in decentralized file storage

and reduced data concentration via file storage distribution

across a global network

- Carbon Pro, our premium browser experience offering power

users enhanced privacy, even greater adblock and better

rewards distribution

- A favourable rewards programme of which our utility and

governance token $CSIX is rewarded to users for simply browsing
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like they normally do. The reward amount varies by country and

is distributed with daily active use.

- Token reward distribution is issued from the staking/rewards

wallet (140M tokens) via our algorithm which auto adjusts based

on user demand. Rewards are distributed in-app to daily users

who meet our anti-abuse criteria based on a 12 year issuance

schedule to ensure steady growing user acquisition with minimal

sell pressure. Distribution metrics include but are not limited to

a) GEO of user, time spent on the browser, use of browser web 3

features (wallet, swaps, bridge) once they are available.

- Token rewards can be spent on our growing partner networking

including Amazon, selected charities and on Carbon Pro

- An extensive web 3.0 browser library allowing users greater

access to add-ons, plugins and integrations for a fully immersive

web 3.0 experience

- Carbon AdX Marketplace: A self-serve advertising marketplace

for whitelisted advertisers and publishers to buy/sell acceptable

ads via the Carbon browser. Carbon takes a 10% commission on

all direct ad purchases and 2.5% via ad networks if the $CSIX

token is used. For all other tokens/currencies an additional 20%

is added.

Problem 3:

An Inferior Adblock/Filtering Solution

(see above for the full explanation of the problem)

Our Solution:

Carbon has partnered with Eyeo and is built on a custom fork of the

Eyeo AdBlock chromium SDK. Eyeo is the world leader in adblock and

ad filtering technology and supports the acceptable ads programme.
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Eyeo’s Adblock is building a more sustainable value exchange between

advertisers, publishers and online users. Their Acceptable Ads

programme now reaches 250 million monthly active users (MAU)

worldwide, representing further success in its mission.

This is important for us at Carbon as we recognise the advertising

economy is what drives the internet. If we are to completely remove

ads from the internet we will stunt the growth potential for publishers,

content creators and website owners to create valuable content and

services for us to consume, this is why we have partnered with Eyeo to

prevent this. Carbons’ partnership with Eyeo is how we provide a

superior adblock and ad filtering experience all while supporting and

growing the internet. A simple example of this is how Carbon removes

the white gaps caused by other browsers (see the image below, the box

in a red is an ad removed but notice how adblock browsers using Eyeo

simply remove the ad without covering it up). Our software is

constantly being upgraded in line with the eyeo chromium SDK but with

further customizations to the code to provide a private, decentralized,

super adblock/filtering and faster browser experience to our users.
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This partnership is the precursor to Carbon's own Self-Serve Ad

Marketplace, known as the Carbon AdX Marketplace.

Carbon AdX Marketplace

Our ad-filtering technology helps publishers untap new revenue

streams, give users a better experience and increase advertiser reach

by providing an in-built marketplace for publishers and advertisers to

buy and sell acceptable ads all within the Carbon browser.

This helps publishers to sell ads directly to advertisers whilst adhering

to the acceptable ads programme to ensure ads are non-intrusive and

valuable. This is done by providing a managed, concierge-like service

with ad server integration, DoubleClick for Publishers (DFP), Adzerk,

Ezoic and more to make ad serving simple.

Carbon will soon be available across all platforms including iOS, Mac

OS, PC as well as Android which it is currently live on.
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04. Quick Market Figures
Internet Users by Distribution

Source: StatCounter 2022

Most Used Browsers for Desktop and Mobile

Source: Finances Online 2022
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Google Store Listing w/ 5M+ Downloads

100% Organic User Acquisition and Growing DAU
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05. Tokenomics

For full utility breakdown visit: carbon.website/csix
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06. Roadmap
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07. Team
Carbon is an open source community project which aims to become a

fully decentralized autonomous organization (DAO). DAOs are defined

by the use of blockchain technology to provide a secure digital ledger

to track digital interactions across the web, hardened against forgery

by trusted timestamping and dissemination of a distributed database.

Carbon is actively run and led by members of the community as well

developers and contributors to the open source project with

backgrounds from Microsoft, Mozilla and Google.

Below are some prominent members of the community actively

directing the project known as ‘Carbon X Labs’.

Carbon X Labs Team:

Nobrac — Project Lead and Developer

Miu — Blockchain Engineer

Hydris — Senior Software Engineer

Rabco — Full Stack Dev

Liquid — Marketing & Content

Alek, Dimitri, Gadi — Community Managers

Xen — Business Development

Gambit - Web, Data Analytics and SEO

Similar to the most recent wave of innovation in the web 3.0 space led

by decentralized finance (DeFi) and nonfungible token (NFT) projects

including defillama.com creator @0xngmi, Ape Swap, popular meme

coin projects Shiba Inu and Floki Inu, and decentralized protocols like

Monero and Bitcoin, the core contributors working on Carbon maintain

their general right to remain anonymous.

Full team members page viewable at: https://carbon.website/team
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